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Abstract

In the reference field relating to the increasing importance of a general basic technical education, new subjects - such as technology or science and technology - have also increasingly been introduced in the last few years within the grammar school sector. In the meantime, subjects are taught with a general technical educational programme in virtually all federal states. The following article describes key research perspectives for a basic technical education in grammar schools providing a general education – after an initial review of the fundamental relevance spectrum of the general technical education and an analysis of national and international educational policy documents on technical education.
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Technische Allgemeinbildung – Bedeutungsspektrum, Bildungsstandards und Forschungsperspektiven
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1 Starting point

Technology is a formative part of our society and a significant factor, both in private and professional life. Technology exerts an influence on economic, environmental and cultural decisions; it has an influence on our health, ensures sustainable developments and initiates innovation processes. Technology responds to fundamental social challenges and provides us with mobility, communication and innovation. Technology is changing our habits, lifestyles and work processes; it is a blessing and burden at the same time. Technology undisputedly holds a key position for social change and determines how we see ourselves and the world.

Given the multiple perspective of technology, it might be expected that a general technical education is also a key element of the curriculum of grammar schools providing a general education. A general technical education, which allows for a discussion on basic topics of general science and application-orientated technological questions. A general technical education, which allows students, on the one hand, to establish a fundamental technological knowledge base to evaluate social decisions, developments and the use of technology in relation to the intended and unintended consequences and uncertainties based on their knowledge and, on the other hand, enables students to acquire technical skills to adapt to the technical artefacts in private, social and professional situations. Given the relevance of technology, it might be assumed that the key importance of technology for our society would similarly involve an increase of interest in the technological field and a general technical education is firmly embedded in all levels of education, and therefore also in the grammar school sector. However, technology has only a relatively short history as a separate subject in grammar schools in Germany providing a general education. The development of science and technical education in the general school system in Germany is based on tradition, in particular as a result of discussions on formal and material education (for an overview, see for example, Lind 1996; Lind 1997; Blankertz 1967). Whereas there has been a technology or an integrative scientific/technical subject, such as science and technology at various levels of education, in primary schools, secondary schools and at college level in other countries, such as England, the Netherlands, Australia or the USA, for several years and sometimes also for several decades (see for example, Labudde 2005; for an overview, see de Vries 2012), subjects with explicitly technical curricula are relatively new in Germany in the grammar school sector providing a general education.

However, a growing momentum in the general technical education reference field has also been observed in grammar schools in Germany in recent years. Nearly all federal states have now introduced a subject in the grammar school sector providing a general education, which explicitly focuses on technical curricula (see for example, for north Rhine-Westphalia, the group of authors for the core curriculum for the upper secondary school level (Sekundarstufe II) for technology 2013; for Baden-Württemberg, the group of authors for the curriculum for grammar schools providing a general education 2004, Baden-Württemberg, P. 397-402; for Brandenburg, the group of authors for the framework plan for technology in the upper secondary level at grammar schools (Sekundarstufe II). Technology is taught individually in the lower and upper secondary school levels (Sekundarstufe I/II) at grammar schools providing a general education in the following federal states (table 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal state</th>
<th>Subject name (secondary school level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg</td>
<td>Science and technology (I and II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>Nature and technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Economics-work-technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandenburg</td>
<td>Economics-work-technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology (II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>Science/technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecklenburg-Vorpommern</td>
<td>Work-economics-technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Rhine-Westphalia</td>
<td>Technology (II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saarland</td>
<td>Technology (I and II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxony</td>
<td>Technology/IT (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxony-Anhalt</td>
<td>Technology (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleswig-Holstein</td>
<td>Technology (I and II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuringia</td>
<td>People-nature-technology (I) science and technology (I)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Summary of federal states in which technology is taught at grammar schools providing a general education (source: database query from the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (KMK), as of 01.10.2014).

A technical education, like virtually no other subject in the general education sector, is characterised by changing education policy and curriculum requirements and conditions, which is ultimately also illustrated by the different selection of subject names and the inconsistent range of subjects on offer at the upper secondary school level (table 1). While scientific subjects are legitimised in the grammar school sector from an educational theory and epistemological point of view and enjoy a long tradition (see for example, Schöler 1970), their subject-related reference points are fixed in educational standards and school type and state-specific curricula, they can rely on elaborate domain-specific research and studies for measuring and modelling skills are available (for an overview, see for example, Kauertz et al. 2010) and also the general technical education in the middle school and secondary modern
school sectors (Hauptschule/Realschule) can now attest to a tradition (see for example, Schmayl & Wilkening 1995), the teaching and research for a general technical education in the grammar school sector is still largely in its infancy in this respect. This article focuses on key research perspectives for a basic technical education in grammar schools providing a general education after an initial review of the relevance spectrum of a general technical education and an analysis of national and international education policy documents on technical education.

2 Relevance spectrum of a general technical education

There are countless publications on the legitimacy and emancipation of a general technical education. A comprehensive explanation should be avoided at this point as this has already been described in detail in other places (see for example, Wagenschein 1965; Roth 1965; Ropohl 1971; Ropohl 1976; Pfenning & Renn 2012). Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to briefly outline the relevance spectrum of a general technical education in view of the multiple reference perspectives and their implications on the theoretical classification of the research areas defined in the fourth section and deemed relevant. The following reference perspectives can be quoted in a rough division to classify the relevance of a general technical education: (a) Educational theory relevance (see for example, Wagenschein 1965; Roth 1965; Ropohl 1971; Rehm et al. 2008; Ropohl 2004; Blankertz 1967), (b) Epistemological relevance (see for example, Ropohl 1976; Spur 1998; Ropohl 2004; Banse et al. 2006; Banse 2007; Pfenning & Renn 2012; Graube 2014), (c) Sociological relevance (see for example, Postman 1992; Pfenning & Renn 2012; de Vries 2012) and (d) Practical educational relevance (see for example, Geißel et al. 2013; Harms, Eckhardt & Bernholt 2013; Zinn 2015).

ad (a) Educational theory relevance: The educational theory standpoint of a general technical education is essentially based on two key requirements: firstly that students in the school must be prepared for society and life and secondly, that technology represents a constitutive part of our culture. At this point it is assumed that technology is subjected to dynamic developments and should be made available in numerous and diverse ways within the educational structures as part of the personal experiences in the world we live in. The educational potential of

---

1 Technical curricula have been taught in the middle school and secondary modern school sectors since the 1960s/1970s (see for example, Schmayl & Wilkening 1995; Schudy 2001; Ropohl 2004). Technical curricula can be found in the middle school and secondary modern school sectors: (1) Traditionally in the subject of business studies and/or subjects related to this, such as profession-budgeting-technology-economics or work-economics-technology; the curricula include elements of a basic artisanal and IT education, amongst other things, for the technical part of the subject and focus on career guidance (Ziehfuss 1998; interdisciplinary working group for the subjects of profession-budgeting-technology-economics for the lower secondary school level 2006). (2) In the separate subject of technology (see for example, the group of authors for the subject curriculum for technology in secondary schools 2012, Saxony-Anhalt; the group of authors for the curriculum for secondary modern schools 2004, Baden-Württemberg, P. 143-148). (3) In topic-orientated project arrangements, such as technical work, where the focus lies particularly on supporting the handling of materials and technical artefacts (see for example, ibid., P. 175-177). (4) In integrative subjects (and also some subjects that are taught across all school years), such as nature and technology (for example, in Bavaria; see for example, Göhring, Haider & Streubert 2010).
technology consists of the appropriation of technology through understanding and construction as well as in the evaluation and design of technology, amongst other things. The promotion of social participation is considered a key educational goal of technological literacy in the creation of the Standards for Technological Literacy by the International Technology Education Association (ITEA). "From a personal standpoint, people benefit both at work and at home by being able to choose the best products for their purposes, to operate the products properly, and to provide troubleshooting when something goes wrong. And from a social standpoint, informed citizenry improves the chances that decisions about the use of technology will be made rationally and responsibly" (ITEA 2007, p. 2). Education through technology is portrayed as a subcategory of a superior claim, namely education through culture, in the educational theory perspective. Taking into account the general relevance of technology in a technologically-orientated society, the educational theory perspective implies that education through technology is a standalone domain of modern society, which is characterised by technology in everyday life and in its rational thinking, which ultimately aids active participation in society (see for example, Wagenschein 1965; Roth 1965; Ropohl 1971; Rehm et al. 2008; Ropohl 2004; Blankertz 1967; ITEA 2007).

ad (b) Epistemological relevance: General scientific technology (or general technology) was established at the start of the 19th century by the Göttingen-based state scientist Johann Beckmann (Beckmann 1806). According to Banse et al. (2006, 337), general scientific technology includes "generalist transdisciplinary technological research and technical teaching and is the science of general functional and structural principles of subsystems and their socio-cultural contexts of origin and use". General scientific technology is therefore regarded as a separate science (see for example, Ropohl 1976; Spur 1998; Ropohl 2004; Banse et al. 2006). Scientific technology is interdisciplinary; it corresponds closely to sciences, engineering sciences (e.g. structural engineering, electrical engineering) as well as other domains, such as philosophy, sociology and economics. Ultimately, the interdisciplinarity and interlinking of technology with other domains is also very evident in the academic differentiations of individual scientific disciplines, such as the philosophy, sociology or ethics of technology (see for example, Grunwald 2002; Schanz 2003; Banse et al. 2006). The interdisciplinarity of scientific technology has key implications on research and teaching. While sciences are traditionally considered basic sciences, scientific technology was just regarded as an applied science, mathematical-scientific knowledge or as a pure design or problem-solving science for a long time. The advances in knowledge in sciences were however increasingly due to technological advances (e.g. genetic engineering in microbiology). Looking at the newer areas of science, such as biotechnology, bioinformatics, building physics, photonics, life sciences and synthetic biology (see for example, Pühler, Müller-Röber & Weitze 2011), which are common to sciences and scientific technology, it becomes evident that many traditional scientific areas have already merged into new ones and a symbiotic differentiation can be made between them. Technology is therefore opening up a new interdisciplinary understanding in the modern scientific society and is not just a pure design and empirical science, but also a basic science in itself (see for example, Spur 1998; Banse 2007; Graube 2014; see also Gehring 2013 for the implications of the interdisciplinarity on teaching and research).
ad (c) Sociological relevance: From a sociological perspective, the key importance of a general technical education is primarily focused on the acquisition of a general technical understanding and an individual technological maturity as well as on epistemological emancipation. (see for example, Pfenning & Renn 2012; Pfenning 2013). New technologies, such as genetic engineering or the Internet, clearly show that technology is not just a constitutive element of modern society, but technology itself can also become a significant factor of social change and determines technology driven processes of change. New technologies can destabilise organisations and structures and trigger social changes (see for example, Postman 1992; Rammert 2007; Dolata 2011; de Vries 2012).

ad (d) Practical professional relevance: Looking at the empirical state of research on the correlations between general technical and scientific skills and abilities acquired at school and professional skills, three areas of research can be differentiated. Firstly, it is assumed in the intelligence research reference field that specific skills, such as technical skills, in addition to general intelligence, explain the success of education (e.g. Ackerman 1996, 2003; Schmidt-Atzert, Deter & Jaeckel 2004). In general intelligence, general technical skills are considered part of the crystalline intelligence facet and are regarded as significant for the acquisition of professional skills (for an overview, see for example, Abele 2014). Secondly, the success of education and/or the state of knowledge when making a transition into education is evaluated depending on tests geared towards technical curricula or the predictive effect of school grades (e.g. Schuler, Funke & Baron-Boldt 1990; for an overview, see also Abele 2014). Thirdly, general technical and scientific skill facets are included as previous subject-specific knowledge in the explanation of the development of domain-specific skills in education and further training in the studies on the development of professional skills (see for example, Nickolaus et al. 2010; Zinn & Wyrwal 2014). In studies investigating the correlations between general technical skills acquired at school and the development of professional skills it becomes apparent that different curricula in the basic school education are effective due to the job-specific requirements in the professional fields (e.g. structural engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering) and at the individual professional level (see Geißel et al. 2013; Harms, Eckhardt & Bernholt 2013; Zinn 2015). If the empirical evidence in the transitional area between general and professional education is still generally unsatisfactory (ibid.), the available findings are based on a positive correlation between the technical and scientific skills acquired at school and a successful initial professional education. It is therefore determined in all three areas of research and also seems theoretically plausible that there are significant correlations between a basic technical education and the development of professional skills and especially the commercial/technical professions in this respect.

In summary, it should be noted that the educational theory, epistemological, sociological and practical profession perspectives result in a variety of implications for the teaching and research for a general technical education. For example, questions arise regarding fulfilling

---

2 The importance of a general technical education is also derived from a school's general educational mandate. According to the statutory educational mandate, the school is required to prepare the students for the requirements of (technical) business and working life with their different tasks and developments (see § 1 (2) of the Education Act for Baden-Württemberg, version dated 01.08.1983, GBl. P. 397).
complex objectives associated with the perspectives. How can technological maturity be taught with a focus on skills in a general technical education? What technological maturity skill levels can be empirically demonstrated by students in the grammar school system or what are the consequences of strong technological interdisciplinarity for school teaching practice and skills development. Is the general interest in technology and also the willingness to pursue a technical degree positively encouraged by learning an additional technology subject at grammar school? Although the relevance spectrum of a general technical education as outlined is simplistic and, as stated at the outset, also does not claim to be complete, it can be extended both quantitatively (with additional perspectives) or qualitatively (with additional perspective facets) if there are several significant links for research in the reference field (see section 4). The following section considers whether and how the individual perspectives reflect with their different yet complex implications in the current education policy documents.

3 Educational standards of a basic general technical education

The main objectives of the educational standards are to ensure the results of a school and the improvements in the quality or teaching through educational monitoring. The subject-specific objectives are formulated in terms of skills and regulatory standards in the individual domain-specific educational standards (see for example, Walpuski et al., 2008). According to the much-cited definition by Weinert (2001), skills are "the cognitive abilities and skills that individuals possess or can learn for solving specific problems and the associated motivational, volitional and social readiness and abilities that enable them to use these solutions responsibly and successfully in a variety of situations" (Weinert 2001, P. 27). According to Klieme et al. (2003), it is assumed that skills should be modelled on a domain-specific basis, where the domain definition is not clear-cut and can relate to individual subjects, such as technology or a group of subjects, such as science and technology. While there have been cross-border agreements on the educational standards (intermediate secondary education qualification) for the traditional scientific subjects physics, biology and chemistry for nearly a decade and empirical skill modelling also already exists (see for example, Kauertz et al., 2010; Ramseier, Labudde & Adamina 2011), there are no cross-border educational standards for the subject of technology. Standards for a general technical education and/or a general scientific technological education are derived from the policy papers of interest groups (e.g. ITEA 2003; AAAS1994; VDI 2007) and state-specific curricula (see for example, for North Rhine-Westphalia, the group of authors for the core curriculum for the upper secondary school level (Sekundarstufe II) for technology 2013).

In order to subsequently outline the curricular implications for the teaching and research for a general technical education, a selection of national and international education policy documents (standards and curricula), which are considered relevant, will be presented below in addition to an international study on a general technical education. The following will be considered in particular: (1) The Delphi-study by Rossouw, Hacker and de Vries (2011), (2) The standards for technological literacy issued by the International Technology Education Association (ITEA 2007), (3) The integrative approach of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS 1994), (4) The educational standards of the Association of German Engineers for the subject of technology (VDI 2007) and (5) The curriculum for the grammar school subjects of science and technology (the group of authors for the curriculum for grammar schools providing a general education 2004, Baden-Württemberg, P. 397-402).

(1) Delphi study by Rossouw, Hacker and de Vries (2011)

Rossouw, Hacker and de Vries (2011) carried out a Delphi study, in which the key objectives of a basic technical education that were deemed to be desirable were analysed, to support in particular the conceptualisation of curricula for the subject of technology with regard to its core content. The focus of the established international and interdisciplinary Delphi study was on the subject cluster of ETE3 (engineering and technology education). 32 international experts from the education, philosophy, history and communication of technology from schools and higher education took part in the study. The following five main concepts (with sub-concepts in brackets) were established based on the results of the survey and other iteration steps for the conceptual design: (1) Designing (optimising, trade-offs, specifications, invention, product life cycle), (2) Systems (artefacts, structure, function), (3) Modelling (4) Resources (materials, energy, information), (5) Values (sustainability, innovation, risk/failure, social interaction and technology assessment (ibid., P. 422). Furthermore, the experts considered nine everyday contexts in the Delphi study that were relevant for the development of educational standards for a general technical education: (1) Shelter (‘construction’), (2) Artefacts for practical purposes, (3) Mobility (‘transportation’), (4) Communication, (5) Health (‘biomedical technologies’), (6) Food, (7) Water, (8) Energy and (9) Safety (ibid., P. 421).

(2) Standards for technological literacy from the International Technology Education Association (ITEA 2007)

The International Technology Education Association (ITEA) described standards for a general technical education (ITEA 2000) for the first time at the turn of the millennium. Standards for technological literacy (STL)4 include a comprehensive educational programme from preschool to the end of the upper secondary school level (Class 12). The STL are based on a literacy concept, do not form a binding curriculum and are also not considered static and unchangeable; instead, the STL are subjected to periodical re-evaluations and should serve as a basis for the creation of educational standards for the institutions responsible for the curricula (ITEA 2000, 2003, 2007). The functional and pragmatic-orientated literacy concept based on the PISA tests defines the objectives of a basic education in general terms and focuses less on formal existing knowledge, but rather on orientation and practical knowledge. The ITEA defines technological literacy as follows: "Technological literacy is the ability to use, manage, assess, and understand technology. A technologically literate person understands, in increasingly sophisticated ways that evolve over time, what technology is,

---

3 The Delphi study should not explicitly refer to the subject cluster of STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) (Rossouw, Hacker & de Vries 2011, 410)

4 The ITEA standards (2000, 2003) are also translated into German (Höpkgen, Osterkamp & Reich 2003, 2004).
how it is created, and how it shapes society, and in turn is shaped by society. He or she will be able to hear a story about technology on television or read it in the newspaper and evaluate the information in the story intelligently, put that information in context, and form an opinion based on that information. A technologically literate person will be comfortable with and objective about technology, neither scared of it nor infatuated by it (ITEA 2007, 9f.). In particular, the STL include 20 standards that are grouped in five clusters: The first cluster "Properties of technical products and processes" (standards 1-3) basically includes the essence of technology, basic technological terms and the correlations between technology and other areas of life. The second cluster "Correlations between technology and society" (standards 4-7) focuses in particular on the cultural, social, economic and socio-historic impact of technology. The third cluster "Design and construction of technical products" (standards 8-10) considers technical designs, the construction process and the importance of troubleshooting, from research and development, invention and innovation and from experiments to solving a problem. The fourth cluster "Necessary skills for life in a technical world" (standards 11-13) includes the construction, use and maintenance or technical products and systems as well as the evaluation and impact of technology. The fifth cluster "Technical world" (standards 14-20) describes standards for the acquisition of knowledge, skills in the technical areas of medical engineering, agricultural technologies, biotechnology, power engineering, information and communications technology, transport engineering, production technology and structural engineering.

(3) Standards of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS 1994)

An integrative approach for a scientific, mathematical and technical education is founded in project 2061 carried out by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS 1994). Project 2061 has its origins in the science technology society movement in the 1960s (see Walberg 1991). Minimum standards (benchmarks) are formulated for twelve subject areas across four levels of education with this conceptualisation, from nursery school through to school year 12. There are numerous links between the individual subject areas, which connect the mathematic, scientific and technological perspectives with each other without the characteristics of the respective technical approaches being abandoned (AAAS 1994) - this is the explicit claim of the AAAS. "The nature of technology" subject, specifically geared towards technology, encompasses the following clusters: (1) Technology and science, (2) Design and systems and (3) Issues in technology. The minimum standards for the clusters for school years 9 - 12 are outlined below:

(1) Technology and science

- Technological problems and advances often create a demand for new scientific knowledge, and new technologies make it possible for scientists to extend their

5 The following levels of education in particular exist: nursery school to school year 2, school years 3 to 5, school years 6 to 8, school years 9 to 12 (AAAS 1994)

6 The subject areas encompass the following: the nature of science, the nature of mathematics, the nature of technology, the physical setting, the living environment, the human organism, human society, the designed world, the mathematical world, historical perspectives, common themes and habits of the mind.
research in new ways or to undertake entirely new lines of research. The very availability of new technology itself often sparks scientific advances.

- Mathematics, creativity, logic, and originality are all needed to improve technology.
- Technology usually affects society more directly than science does because technology solves practical problems and serves human needs (and also creates new problems and needs).
- One way science affects society is by stimulating and satisfying people's curiosity and enlarging or challenging their views of what the world is like.
- Engineers use knowledge of science and technology, together with strategies of design, to solve practical problems. Scientific knowledge provides a means of estimating what the behaviour of things will be even before they are made. Moreover, science often suggests new kinds of behaviour that had not even been imagined before, and so leads to new technologies.

(2) Design and systems

- When designing a device or process, thought should be given to how it will be manufactured, operated, maintained, replaced, and disposed of and who will sell, operate, and take care of it. The costs associated with these functions may introduce yet more constraints on the design.
- The value of any given technology may vary for different groups of people and at different points in time.
- Complex systems have layers of controls. Some controls operate particular parts of the system and some regulate other controls. Even fully automatic systems require human control at some point.
- Risk analysis is used to minimise the likelihood of unwanted side effects of a new technology. However, the public perception of risk may depend on psychological factors as well as scientific ones.
- The more parts and connections a system has, the more ways it can go wrong. Complex systems usually have components to detect, back up, bypass or compensate for minor failures.
- Performance testing is often conducted using small-scale models, computer simulations, analogous systems or just the parts of the system thought to be the least reliable to reduce the chance of system failure.

(3) Issues in technology

- Social and economic forces strongly influence which technologies will be developed and used. Those that will prevail are affected by many factors, such as personal values, consumer acceptance, patent laws, the availability of risk capital, the federal budget, local and national regulations, media attention, economic competition and tax incentives.
- Some scientists and engineers are comfortable working in situations in which some secrecy is required, but others prefer not to do so. It is generally regarded as a matter of individual choice and ethics, not one of professional ethics.
• When deciding on proposals to introduce new technologies or curtail existing ones, some key questions arise concerning possible alternatives, who benefits and who suffers, financial and social costs, possible risks, resources used (human, material, or energy) and waste disposal.

• The human species has a major impact on other species in many ways: reducing the amount of the earth's surface available to the other species, interfering with their food sources, changing the temperature and chemical composition of their habitats, introducing foreign species into their ecosystems and altering organisms directly through selective breeding and genetic engineering.

• Human inventiveness has brought new risks as well as improvements to human existence.

• The human ability to influence the course of history comes from its capacity to generate knowledge and develop new technologies and to communicate ideas to others.

(4) Educational standards for the subject of technology from the Association of German Engineers (VDI 2007)

The recommendations developed by the Association of German Engineers (VDI 2007) assume five skill areas: (1) Understanding technology (goal orientation and functions, concepts, structures, knowing and applying the principles of technology) (2) Designing and producing technology (planning, designing, producing, optimising, inspecting and testing technical solutions), (3) Using technology (selecting technical solutions, applying and disposing of them in compliance with technical and safety requirements), (4) Evaluating technology (evaluating technology based on historical, ecological, economical, social and humane perspectives) and (5) Communicating technology (developing and exchanging information relevant to technology with reference to the issues, subjects and target groups). The standards defined in the recommendations are structurally geared towards the educational standard of the sciences and explicitly refer to everyday areas of activity, such as "Building and living", "Transport and traffic" or "Supply and disposal". The standards provided for the five skill areas each include three levels of requirements (ibid., P. 8ff.). According to the conceptions of the VDI, technology lessons should develop components, which are needed to cope with technology-orientated situations in life, to create the conditions for personal lifestyles and social participation. Technology lessons should also contribute towards the "preparation for coping with the demands of today's technology in private, professional and public life" (ibid., P. 7). According to the recommendations, a general technical education should in particular provide a tangible focus in the use of materials, energy and information, give an introduction to the methods and types of actions for technology in the areas of planning, designing, producing, evaluating, utilising and disposal, provide an understanding of the structures and functions of technical subsystems and processes as well as the conditions and consequences of technology and encourage the development of interest in technology as well as creativity through technical problem solving processes (ibid., P. 5).
(5) *Curriculum for the subject of science and technology (NwT, Baden-Württemberg)*

The teaching of science and technology (NwT) in grammar schools in Baden-Württemberg providing a general technical education\(^7\) also offers an integrative conceptualisation of a technical education in the context of a scientific education. The subject of science and technology does not substitute the subjects of physics, biology, chemistry and geography, but rather is taught as an additional subject in grammar schools. The science and technology curriculum for the middle school level focuses on three principles (causes and effect, system concept as well as energy conservation) and a differentiation is made in particular between four areas of interest (people, the environment, technology and well as earth and space). Students should possess the following skills in the area of technology after completing school year 10: analyse and evaluate energy utilisation opportunities, understand and assess aspects of energy supply, produce a product in a biotechnical process and record process technological parameters, produce an everyday product by means of a chemical technological process, explain the static structure of a building, apply mechanical design and operating principles, recognise and describe analogies between technical and natural systems and be familiar with nanotechnology and IT applications (the group of authors for the curriculum for grammar schools providing a general education 2004, Baden-Württemberg, P. 397-402). The science and technology curriculum for the upper secondary school level should explicitly provide in-depth knowledge of the general technical education content provided at middle school level (the group of authors for the design of the educational standards 2011, science and technology curriculum at upper secondary school level in Baden-Württemberg, S. 1-4). Four skill areas are defined in the upper secondary school level curriculum: (1) Cognitive area (acquire, classify and transfer knowledge), (2) Area of action (apply knowledge, design, produce and use products), (3) Communicative area (record, present and share information) and (4) Evaluation area (evaluate products and the associated processes as well as their consequences in a professional manner). A limited systematically recorded observation and description are currently available for the implementation of the school curriculum (Mokhonko, Ştefâniţă und Nickolaus 2014, P. 10). The subjects of "Technical use of renewable energy sources, bridge construction, robotics and medical engineering" are handled in the technology curriculum (ibid.).

Although the education policy documents outlined vary significantly with regard to their origin and scope as well as their individual qualitative and quantitative layout, the following general characteristics can nevertheless be determined: (a) The subject areas and/or clusters for a general technical education are based on (current) everyday contexts and areas of activity. (b) The focus of the description is not so much on a subject classification. Technical

\(^7\) The integrative subject of science and technology (NwT) was already introduced back in 2007/2008 as a profile subject of the scientific profile of the grammar school in school years 8 to 10 in all schools across Baden-Württemberg. As a core subject, science and technology therefore corresponds to the third foreign language in the linguistic profile and is taught for four periods (the group of authors for the curriculum for grammar schools providing a general education 2004, Baden-Württemberg, P. 397-402). The subject of science and technology is also currently being taught for two periods in school years 11 and 12 in several schools as part of a pilot programme.
content is only implicitly described. (c) There is a focus on the literacy concept\(^8\). The objectives of a basic technical education are general in nature and focus less on available knowledge, but refer to orientational and practical knowledge. (d) The subject areas outlined in the documents include a close link to engineering domains, such as structural engineering, electrical engineering or mechanical engineering. (e) The structural design of the skill areas (cognitive area, area of action, communicative area and evaluation area) in the national documents presented is largely identical to the structure of the skill areas in the scientific subjects\(^9\). (f) Most areas of the conceptualisations refer to an action-orientated implementation and problem-orientated approaches.

5 Research perspectives

An evidence base for a basic general technical education is required in several areas and across all school years (see for example, Höpken, Osterkamp & Reich 2003; Buhr & Hartmann 2008; Euler 2008; Mokhonko, Ştefănică & Nickolaus 2014). The available articles on a general technical education have mainly been of a conceptual and descriptive nature up until now and rarely empirical. However, the few partial studies available (see for example, Meschenmoser 2009; Meier 2009; Wahner 2009; Urban-Woldron & Hopf 2012; Gerstner 2009; Walker 2013; Stemmann & Lang 2014) can offer starting points for an additional evidence base for the subject of technology. Contributions in the context of skill diagnostics from students learning a general technical education also largely relate to conceptual aspects for an overview, see for example, Theuerkauf et al. 2009). A limited evidence-based observation and description for the subjects of technology or science and technology are available particularly for the grammar school sector (see for example, Mokhonko, Ştefănică & Nickolaus 2014). There are key research perspectives in particular on technological literacy at grammar schools providing a general education in our opinion:

(1) To further develop (phased) didactics for the subject of technology at grammar schools providing a general education: Up until now, we have had to largely rely on the use of research findings on scientific subjects and subject clusters, which are assigned to the secondary school level sector (e.g. work-economics-technology), with subject didactic decisions, given the inadequate state of research. The findings on the state of research provide evidence, but this is only of limited use for specific subject-didactic education in the teaching of technology and/or science and technology at grammar schools due to the specific subject profiling and given the different school types and school year levels. A limited observation and description for the subject-specific teaching and learning processes in the subject of technology at grammar schools have been available up until now (see for example, Walker 2013; Mokhonko, Ştefănică & Nickolaus 2014). It still

---

\(^{8}\) A shift of the subject classification towards general educational topics is also stipulated for the scientific school curriculum (see for example, Euler 2008).

\(^{9}\) The educational standards for the scientific subjects of biology, chemistry and physics each have the same structure and encompass four skill areas: subject knowledge, acquisition of knowledge, evaluation and communication (KMK 2005a; KMK 2005b; KMK 2005c).
remains to be seen what the general technical education at grammar schools will actually achieve and how it will fulfil its specific propaedeutical demands. Given the broad spectrum of general technical education (see above), it would be meaningful to empirically clarify how the theoretical approaches in educational practice in grammar school education can contribute to the desirable development of subject-related skills and promote scientific technological skill facets, such as technological maturity or an interest in technology, without being restricted to purely technology application-orientated skill facets for the conceptual further development of the existing didactic approaches and concepts\(^\text{10}\).

(2) To measure skills: Technical educational standards can only be effective for quality assurance if appropriate valid performance tests can be developed on the basis of the skills behind them. An established skills model (framework model) is necessary for the development of subject-specific performance tests; this should include information about the design of levels and a nomological network in addition to relevant skill areas and specific skill facets, which specifies the relationship between the respective technical skills and other structures. The formation of nomological networks appears significant especially for the subject clusters in which technical curricula are conveyed in integrative conceptualisations (e.g. the subject of science and technology). It is necessary to clarify whether the normative-based educational standards are actually domain-specific and can be empirically replicated. A comprehensive analysis of the school-specific curricula and subjects should be beneficial in addition to the analysis of individual state-specific educational standards for creating a framework model and for developing tests to identify core curricular subjects.

(3) To structure and develop skills: The question also arises in the reference field as to whether the general technical skills acquired at school are portrayed empirically separated in individual dimensions or are depicted in a common factor. For example, can the skills structure of a single technology lesson also be replicated for integrative concepts for teaching technology (e.g. the subject of science and technology)? With an integrative conceptualisation of general technical education there is a risk that key technological perspectives, characteristics and typical working methods are not adequately considered and technology is therefore largely limited to the aspect of applied science (see for example, Euler 2008). The following questions therefore arise: What empirical correlations exist between scientific and technical skills and how is the growth in skills development actually portrayed, taking onto account the curricular requirements and practical implementation in schools (e.g. singular or integrative)?

(4) To predict an interest in studying and study success and/or an interest in education and educational success: Given the fact that an interest in science and technology is

\(^{10}\) In general, a differentiation is made between three theoretical approaches for the teaching of technology: The work-orientated approach and the multi-perspective approach were primarily developed for middle, secondary modern and comprehensive schools and the general technological approach was developed for the upper secondary school level at grammar schools (Schmayl 2003, 131f.).
traditionally afforded a special role in academic practice (see for example, Lehrke 1988; Hoffmann, Häußler & Lehrke 1998; for an overview, see for example, Zinn 2008, 4-52), the analysis of students’ interest should be a focus of research in the context of the subjects of technology and/or science and technology in grammar schools. In addition, in the transitional stage from school into a profession or from school into higher education, it would be necessary to clarify the significance of general technical skills acquired at school for a choice of study or profession as well as the acquisition of professional skills in relation to other cognitive, motivational and volitional measures as well as indicators of the family background.

(5) To further develop teacher training: Professional knowledge (subject-didactic knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, organisational knowledge and counselling knowledge), beliefs/values, motivational orientations and self-regulatory skills are proven to be significant in current models relating to teachers’ skills (see for example, Shulman 1987; Krauss et al. 2004). Given the broad spectrum of reference disciplines relating to the subjects of technology and/or science and technology (including biology, chemistry, physics, structural engineering, electrical engineering, IT, sociology) and the requirements for propaedeutics in grammar schools, this raises a question regarding the teachers’ scientific skills and professional didactic profile. Given the key importance of the teachers’ technical knowledge for the educational process (see for example, Hattie 2013; Baumert & Kunter 2013) and the limited allocation of time in teacher training, there is potentially a structural problem to acquire extensive knowledge, meaning that only elementary technical knowledge and basic technical skills can be developed in the relevant reference disciplines within the framework of the study programme (Nickolaus & Zinn 2013). It is necessary to elaborate on the key scientific skills and professional didactic profile that technology teachers in grammar school education need to have after their first and second phases of teacher training within the context of this subject matter in order to satisfy the scientific and professional didactic requirements in the context of the objectives for the subject of technology and the propaedeutical requirements in a desirable manner.

In conclusion, the evidence-based research regarding a general technical education is challenging given the complex relevance spectrum, range of interlinked reference disciplines, comprehensive and multi-faceted educational standards as well as taking into account the common overlap in subjects in academic practice. An evidence base of the general technical education at grammar schools could promote structural further development of the subject in this education segment despite the set of challenges. Empirically reliable evidence on educational outcomes and the actual importance of a general technical education in grammar schools could appear beneficial for the origins in the reference field, not least because of the educational potential of technology, which is still often undervalued.
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